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1: Where You Are by J.H. Trumble
I had a distinct inkling that Where You Are is going to be good. I have read Trumble's debut novel, Don't Let Me Go
months ago and it still didn't let me go. And when I read the blurb of Where You Are and saw that it's combining two
things I always go for - forbidden love story and LGBT romance - I squeed with excitement.

As the year progresses, their relationshipâ€”in school and out of itâ€”deepens and changes. And as hard as he
tries to resist, Andrew knows that he and Robert are edging into territory that holds incalculable risks for both
of them. The student is of legal age in the state where the story takes place, and the teacher is seven years his
senior. Both of these points make Where You Are easier to read, but it does not lessen the ethical questions
raised by their relationship. With his boyfriend and I use that term very loosely offering Robert absolutely no
support, Robert has no one to turn to and his casual relationship with his Calculus teacher Andrew McNelis
becomes his lifeline. Andrew McNelis is a relatively new teacher who is young and fairly well liked. Although
he has always been gay, a drunken night with his best friend Maya resulted in a unplanned pregnancy and
marriage. Now divorced, they share custody of their two year old daughter and have managed to stay on
relatively friendly terms. The relationship between Andrew and Robert begins casually and innocently enough.
Andrew offers Robert a much needed shoulder to lean on and someone to talk to during a very trying time in
his life. They gradually slide into a friendship and Andrew wrestles with the progression of their relationship.
Their feelings eventually escalate into romantic ones and neither Andrew nor Robert can ignore the intense
attraction between them. Their relationship soon takes on an almost obsessive quality as they begin taking
risks to be together and it is a just a matter of time before their romance is exposed. Where You Are is an
intense novel that is sometimes difficult to read. It seems like Robert is the more mature of the two but
Andrew clearly knows he is crossing into forbidden territory. Andrew cannot keep his resolve to stay away
from Robert and their relationship does eventually become physical as well as emotional. Their sex scenes are
only hinted at and take place behind closed doors. Where You Are is quite compelling and impossible to put
down. The emotions are authentic and the way the relationship evolves is realistic. I like a novel that makes
me think and consider things from a different angle. Trumble is an incredibly talented writer that I look
forward to reading in the future.
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2: J.H. Trumble (Author of Don't Let Me Go)
"Trumble's debut is a deeply moving and in-dept look at the perils and anxieties of being gay in high school."
--Publishers Weekly starred review"A sexy, vibrant, and heartfelt debut that captures the drama, heartache, joy, and
all-around craziness of being young and in love.".

January 28th, Where You Are by J. The subject matter is out of my comfort zone, and centers on a
teacher-student romance, but I did find it completely absorbing. I like finding books that push my boundaries,
and this forbidden love story certainly did give me a lot to ponder. This is the story of high school math
teacher Andrew McNelis and his student, senior Robert Westfall. Andrew is gay but keeps his sexuality a
secret at school. He was previously married and has a toddler long story and is an active dad. Robert is openly
gay and is struggling with a family crisis â€” his father is dying of cancer. Andrew tries to keep his distance as
attraction develops between them, as the stakes are high for them both if the relationship goes public. Andrew
and Robert narrate alternating chapters. They both have challenges at home and school and their relationship is
an escape. Andrew has to field advances from his ex and a female coworker. Meanwhile, Robert has other boy
troubles and overbearing aunts making life difficult at home. They find solace in confiding to one another. As
a parent it made me uneasy to read about a romantic teacher-student relationship, but Trumble does make you
want this couple to be together. This is a rich, realistic contemporary story with strong characters I grew
attached to. There is a lot of dramatic tension that kept me hooked. The pacing is good, and the writing is
strong and infused with emotion. I got very attached to the characters and so some of the scenes made me
worried and uncomfortable for them. While the subject matter is mature, it is not too graphic for older teens.
The book is available in paperback now and is pages long. Read more about it on Goodreads.
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3: [EPUB] Download Just Between Us EPUB ebook by J.H. Trumble - Stepor Ebook
Where You Are [J.H. Trumble] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Robert Westfall's
life is falling apart--everywhere but in math class. That's the one place where problems always have a solution.

It is my guilty pleasure, what can I say? And by J H Trumble! I absolutely loved the honesty and the realistic
writing style. I completely fell in love with Nate and Adam Are you reading her books? Why the hell not? She
is one of the best new authors out there. So obviously I was super excited for "Where You Are". It kinda blew
me away to be completely honest and has now taken a permanent place on my all time favorites-shelf. Andrew
McNelis is a 24 year old math teacher. Robert Westfall is his 17 year old student. He is described as "good
looking, quiet, confident and popular," he even has a fan club on facebook. He has a boyfriend, which
honestly is a real moron, and he spends his freetime tutoring kids with special needs. His father is dying of
brain cancer and his life is falling apart everywhere but in class. Andrew sees how his best student is
struggeling and out of concern, he offers to be there for him if he needs to talk. With time, they form a
beautiful friendship. But that is all it is. Andrew is determined not to cross the bond between the student and
his teacher. But the attraction is there, and it is strong. Somewhere along the way, Andrew realizes that he has
fallen for his student, fallen hard and he is terrified. But it is only 4 months to graduation, and surely they can
wait that long before they act on their feelings, right? Wrong, turns out that some things are just to strong to
ignore Their emotions for eachother are real, it is not just sex. There is some steam in this, yes, but nothing is
overly described. There is plenty of sexual tension, so I was satisfied. Non the less, it is one of the best books i
have read, both in the YA category and overall. J A Trumbe is my new favorite author. And did I tell you how
well written this is? AmazingI loved everything about this book. And I mean everything. It really was
fantastic.. I can read this over and over again, I think this is the fifth time. I really loved Robert and Andrew as
a couple! The writing is amazing and the author is really talanted.
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4: where you are by jh trumble, Rather Be Reading
Where You Are by J.H. Trumble Robert Westfall's life is falling apart--everywhere but in math class. That's the one place
where problems always have a solution.

His dad is dying and his aunts have invaded his house. He would much rather hang out with his "girls" than
with Robert. Robert is pretty much alone, until Mr. Mac has a weird home life. Andrew notices a change in
Robert and wants to help, but has been made very aware of the line between teachers and students.
Unfortunately sometimes lines have to be crossed and there is nothing anyone can do to keep them there. It
sort of ruined my life. I was so anxious reading this novel. I was just waiting and waiting for something bad to
happen. There is no way that people can just be happy. My chest hurt until the final page and then I let out the
breath I had been holding in. I think this made it a much more intense read. The reader needs both sides of the
story. All those feelings need to be out in the open for the reader to understand the heartache and longing. If
this was told from just one point of view it probably would have fallen a bit flat. This is a story about a
student-teacher relationship, but it was really so much more. This was a beautiful, heartbreaking novel and you
should definitely read it if you enjoy realistic fiction. This is so real. Andrew and Robert have to deal with so
much, apart and together. I envy their love, but not their lives. The ending was a bit!!!!!!
5: JH Trumble | Book Reviews & More by Kathy
Buy a cheap copy of Where You Are book by J.H. Trumble. Robert Westfall's life is falling apart--everywhere but in math
www.enganchecubano.com's the one place where problems always have a solution.

6: Where You Are - J.H. Trumble - Google Books
^ The expected delivery time period after the order has been dispatched via your chosen delivery method. + All our
estimates are based on business days and assume that shipping and delivery don't occur on holidays and weekends.

7: Reading Nook: Review: Where You Are - J.H. Trumble
Where You Are - J.h. Trumble DOWNLOAD HERE. Robert Westfall's life is falling apart--everywhere but in math class.
That's the one place where problems always have a solution.

8: Masterlist: Gay â€“ YA Pride
J.H. Trumble, author of the acclaimed Don't Let Me Go, explores a controversial subject with extraordinary sensitivity
and grace, creating a deeply human and honest story of love, longing, and unexpected connection.

9: JH TRUMBLE | Tumblr
Trumble was very intuitive about how to make the plot become more tangled. Always have conflict to surmount and
you'll always get more interesting relationships. By making Andrew the father of a child and the former husband of his
best friend who hasn't quite let go was very touching.
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